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The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.
“MIGHTY I AM”—THOU LIGHT OF MY HEART!

LIGHT OF MY HEART! SING! (Repeat once after each line)

Protect us too!
Come thru! Come thru!
Thru all, God’s Love!
Light’s Song above!
Victory thru!
God’s Freedom too!
Perfection now!
’Til all here bow!
Sing all God’s Peace!
Give all Release!
Expand Thy Light!
Thru us Thy Might!
Sing now! Hold sway!
Sing Joy each day!
God’s Perfect Way!
Make Thy Song stay!
God’s Glory here!
Sing! Our Way clear!
Sing! Evermore!
Sing! We implore!
Purity thru!
Precipitate too!
Raise all on high!
Sing to the Sky!
Blaze all Thy Light!
Sing! Dazzling bright!
Justice to Thee!
Sing! Make all see!
Thy Music thru!
Freedom’s Song too!
God’s Cosmic tone!
Leave none alone!

The Love “I AM”!
Light’s “GREAT COMMAND”!
Pure, clear and True!
Blaze Thy Flame thru!
Sing! Unfed Flame!
To blest Saint Germain!
Unto all Light!
Raise us tonight!
Sing! “Elohim”!
To the Cherubim!
Unto the world!
To our Flag unfurled!
With Legions of Light!
To Their Great Height!
With Choirs above!
Wher’ere we move!
As never before!
’Til ALL adore!
All the earth Free!
“I AM” Victory!
Sing! “Jewel of Light”!
Perfect our Sight!
Make all now hear!
Sing! Crystal clear!
Perfect all and heal!
All things reveal!
To the Cave of Light!
With Saint Germain’s Might!
Blaze forth God’s Rays!
Eternal Praise!
With God’s Own Voice!
Give thanks! Rejoice!
Thy Light “I AM”!
And hold Command!
Raise all to Thee!
Clothe all! Set free!
Throuout Our Land!
“Victory! — “I AM”!

—CHANERA
GREET you tonight, beloved students of the Light and Friends, in the Name of Life and in the Name of the Freedom of America!

The achievement of the past months has been so unusual and in my Ministry, having remained within the atmosphere of earth the past three months; and having observed more closely than in many centuries, the activity and requirements of mankind, it has become a revelation, a very great revelation; to see so many awakening to the Power of Light, of Life within them by which they may free themselves from the conditions which are the accumulation of the centuries.

You will understand and observe through the conditions that mankind are in today, that there must have been something greatly amiss, for them to have so long lived in limitations and privation. In the hundreds and thousands of embodiments in which you have lived, similar to these, is the proof that mankind had forgotten their Source. Now today, in the great number who are again returning to the Light, not only in their attention, but awakening in the feeling world to a past memory, that is doing far more than even their outer efforts up to this time.

Tonight, I ask you to please refrain from any applause during whatever I might say; for I want to render you and the City of Philadelphia a Service tonight. We have brought into action for this Special Meeting, a Power heretofore unknown in the activity of the Messengers. We are charging—as you will observe here before you, a Special Quality into the Activity of the Violet Consuming Flame. We are charging It tonight for the first time, with the dissolving Power of Divine Love!
each of you accept Its Activity, Presence and Power into you and your world? To the degree that you do this, will you be able to release yourselves from all irritation, criticism, condemnation and judgment; for those feelings are the most dangerous thing to the student body today! People allow silly little human things to irritate and disturb them. Then, they begin to resolve those discordant activities and pass judgment on the Great Beings of Light; That is childish and foolish!

Something more must be done to help them release themselves and this We have provided tonight. This is an Activity not known before on this earth!

I think some of you will rejoice in My Decision, when I say to you, I have decided to remain in This Activity, until the close of the Shrine Class. Therefore, since I have been able to achieve so much more, than any of Us could even anticipate in the beginning, We think it opportune to continue;—and as your expression says: “to strike while the iron is hot.” It is getting very hot.

If you saw, as We do, the Activity in the Inner, the feeling world of mankind, you would understand how magnificent is the achievement that is going on; and I say to you beloved students and friends, regardless of all in the appearance world, be not discouraged! We are gaining a Victory and Mastery never known on this earth; and since Life has demanded that all destructive individuals be revealed; the destructive individuals and dictators of the world see and know that they are being revealed; and that their power is waning! Every day, they realize they are coping with Invisible Forces over which they have not the slightest power; and I happen to be One of Those!

When individuals are helping in this achievement and the magnificent call of three million people in America today, has gone up to the Presence of Life, the “Mighty
I AM,” it arouses Us to the fullest Power and Release that Life will permit, to bring this Assistance to mankind; so the destructive powers of the earth may cease forever. That is surely coming about, beloved ones. Your forefathers in their great endeavor here and in other parts of these United States, rendered a service to which the world should bow forever and honor them! Now, at your call, we are taking up that Victory of their achievement from the Octaves of Light, and We are determined to continue.

These beloved Messengers who are giving their all so kindly, so lovingly, and yet there are forces in America that would destroy them on the instant, if they dared; but they know that they are acting under a Power Invisible, whose Great Beings of Light are Real.

I ask you to watch every individual who criticizes and condemns these beloved Messengers, in the Light they are carrying forth! Watch them! I ask you and see them go down into abject want and distress! This is no threat, but I am stating to you, the Law of Life; and Life is demanding of mankind today that which It never did before. Life has said to mankind: “You have gone to the end of your rope! You have gone to the lowest ebb Life will permit and you have got to arise.” That is Life speaking to mankind!

All these destructive forces that have sometimes a very, almost terrifying experience to mankind, still they have no power! They have an appearance of it true; but underlying, there is no power that is sustaining them. They can only use the energy which they have already accumulated; for in this Dispensation which has been given, and Life has been saying now these five years to mankind: “Utilize your opportunity to correct these conditions of your own creation,” because you are not going to have an eternity to do it,” and how very True that is.
We, who are free from all the conditions of earth, know the Commands of Life and We act them! We live them! Therefore, in that Service which I am rendering and will continue for sometime, is the Freedom of mankind! Do you think, my beloved ones, that when through these centuries, and even before the time of your Beloved Jesus, you heard of the Archangel Michael, do you think I am a Being who is not interested in the Perfection of Life; in the Expansion of Life, Its Light and Power, Its Wisdom; the Perfect Directing Activity of Its Energy? We must wield in Our Octaves of Light the same Mighty Energy of Life that beats in your heart today. That exists throughout the entire Universe.

You who observe these Charts, brought forth through the Expansion of This Light, and see your connection with the Presence of all Life, Its Stream of Energy beating your heart; then you are a part, even those human forms, are a part of that Great Perfection of Life! Once you give It a chance in the harmonizing of your being, your feeling world, that Life will go forth untouched by your discordant human accumulation! Then will you see the Power of Life and Its Commanding Presence to set you Free! Life requires no coercion! Life is ready! Are you ready to give the humble obedience to Life, which will allow that Great Magnificent Current of Life and Energy, to flow forth untouched by your human qualification? How quickly then, you would be Free!

My dear ones, you have heard the Messengers continue to call your attention to the need of Harmony; and after five years, We are seeing those blessed ones, so many who have had such a struggle to subject their human selves to the Light of their own Life; and yet, they are doing it magnificently and beautifully. My dear ones, it would not be a struggle, if you were not revolving discordant thoughts and feelings!
I call your attention again to the fact that it is only because, you allow some discordant thought to start the feeling into action. Then you begin to revolve it, and a momentum of power is gained that sweeps you under, if you allow it to continue. Let no one say to Me, he cannot manifest Self-control if he wants to! Every human being in the world can do it! If you can use energy to become irritated and disturbed, you can use that same energy to produce Perfection and Harmony in your Life!

I ask you to observe, beloved students and friends who might be here for the first time, in all activities of Life, mankind have grown into such density by their own cause; for mankind alone are the cause of what exists in this world today. Therefore, when you are willing to bow humbly before that Presence of Life; and call Its Power with firm unyielding determination into action, to set you free from that; then you will be willing to call on the Law of Forgiveness; and pour out Loving Kindness and Blessing to your fellow-man and through that obtain your Freedom.

Now let us return to My first words! Observing this Violet Consuming Flame, notice—It is charged with the Power, the Dissolving power of Divine Love! You have been calling the Presence to use the Violet Consuming Flame about you! Tonight, you will receive an Activity, you have never known or touched. Hold this now in your application and call to the Presence to establish about you, the Violet Consuming Flame to dissolve and consume every particle of your own accumulation throughout the ages—cause, effect, record and memory! If you know it is charged with the Power of Divine Love, It will prevent you becoming irritated, disturbed or critical. This is important to every one of you beloved students!

We have watched the struggle of the students and I tell you, it seems appalling that the greatest disturbance
comes through some little, either foolish misunderstanding, mis-interpretation or wilful desire. These are conditions that every one of mankind must overcome. Do not blame anyone else, but yourselves for whatever feeling is acting in you! No one can make you feel what you do not wish to! Feel that responsibility tonight, while This Activity is in charge; and determine that you will never again for any reason whatsoever, allow yourselves to feel a discordant, critical thing; and least of all, criticize those Great Beings and Friends of Light, who are offering you everything in the world for your Freedom!

I want to say to you, beloved students, as well as those who might be here for the first time: the reason for the Ascended Masters, the Cosmic Beings and all of Us Who are rendering this Service, is that mankind have grown into such density, it would be absolutely impossible to lift themselves out, without Our Assistance. You cannot do it! Not a living person on this earth could do it and that is why We have come forth! It is why your beloved Saint Germain trained these Messengers and gave them such a Power and positive force, that no human suggestion affects them! No human criticism, condemnation, ridicule or anything can touch or affect them!

Remember when you have had years of opportunity, you who have had three, four and five years opportunity, you had better utilize it, my dear ones! You had better take command of yourselves! Some have recently been in great, great danger. So, unless you will put aside petty foolish human feelings, you will fail to observe the opportunities that are before you; and go down again under your own creations. We do not wish to see you do that; but We cannot prevent it, if you are determined and refuse to give obedience to Life and you are never asked to give obedience to anything else.

Remember your Life is Intelligence; Streams of En-
ergy, Streams and Rays of Light. It is Law! The Law of
the Universe is your Life; and if you go contrary to that
Law, you will meet unhappiness and privation. These
Messengers have never made one single mistake! We
have never made one single mistake and never shall! So
see that your human minds do not make the mistake, of
feeling that We have. When We have said a thing once,
then We have stated Law!

Therefore, beloved ones, in the fulness of that Great
Love which floods this room tonight, let It do Its Al-
mighty Work for you. Silently accept It, with all the
Love and Devotion of your heart to take action, All-
powerful action tonight, in your world and be forever
sustained in Its Power of action; that you may go forth
Beings of Happiness, Harmony and Light; for only in
that, can Life produce Its Perfection for you.

Think of it, in all these centuries, how you have for-
gootten your Source; and how grateful every human being
on this earth should be and will one day be, to your Be-
loved Saint Germain who has made such Cosmic Efforts
to bring to you the Light, the Understanding and the
Freedom of Life!

I say to you beloved ones, in the destructive elements
that have been released into your America, they are ob-
serving that their outward opposition has not produced
results; now they are becoming more cunning and are
trying to work under cover! We know them all and that
is one reason why I have decided to remain and continue
My Activity!

Why do you suppose of all the Cosmic Beings that
exist, that I am the Wielder of the Sword of Blue Flame?
I am wielding that Sword of Blue Flame throughout this
room; and if I continue of the same opinion I am, tonight,
I shall continue to wield that Sword of Blue Flame here,
until every discordant thing of human creation is dissolved
by It from the earth! We would not be interested, if mankind were not making these tremendous earnest sincere calls to Life for Freedom, for Happiness, for Supply, for Health and for the Protection of America!

You have heard stated many times, that America is the only point on this earth yet remaining, wherein the "Cup of Light," the "Grail of Life," can be brought forth and sustained! It is True, quite True, and was known hundreds of years ago! In your America, Light first came forth and held Its Great Perfection on this earth; and again It must come forth here, the only spot remaining, where It could come forth! Again the Dominion of the Light takes Its Command and from the Heart Center of America, spreads Its Radiance throughout the earth! That is what is being done, and I remind you again, beloved ones, in this Understanding of the Presence of Life, all Perfecting Activity works from within out; from within the Cosmic Light into the outer atmosphere of earth; from within your body and Light in your heart, in and through your mental and feeling world and then out through your physical body. Then, when you begin to see the outpicturing upon your physical body, you will understand, that underneath in the feeling world, is the cause and effect which have been removing conditions that have held you in bondage.

That is why, tonight, in the Glory of that magnificent activity, which is taking place in mankind and the great body of students, who are in their sincerity giving obedience and making that call to Life, they must hold harmony in their feeling. Remember, my beloved ones, that in your calls to Life, if you do not continue to assert your outer dominion to hold and maintain Harmony at your call, you have only fulfilled a very small part of the activity. Life will not produce Perfection for you, if you continue to revolve discordant feelings. You may call
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to Life with all the intensity of your being; but if you are still revolving and holding within you discordant feelings, the feeling will rule; because it is the motor power of your being. It is the cause of all things that mankind are experiencing.

Your thought is but a fragmentary part of the Power of your feeling world. Your speech is greater, but unless even your speech is charged with the Power of intense feeling, still would it produce but fragmentary results. That is why I say to you tonight, that when you bring the Trinity of Action, your thought, feeling and spoken word into the command of Life—Its Almighty Harmony, Its Strength, and Its Power produce results that mean instantaneous action which will satisfy the most exacting of human intellectual opinions.

Mankind has got to prove this Law for themselves. The Law is not going to prove Itself to mankind, unless they want it; but the Law will prove itself fast enough, when mankind give the obedience.

There are a few among the student body throughout America who have been waiting, thinking and feeling that We were going to come forth and give some Gigantic Manifestation! When enough of the student body are willing to give the obedience to Life, then such might be possible; but it is not going to be done to satisfy the curiosity of anyone! Mankind have got to prove this Law by their application or go without it; so do not, beloved students, begin to seek phenomena. We will come forth fast enough, when the Wisdom of Life says “Come!” but not to satisfy human opinions.

Therefore, beloved ones, you are the authority in your world; and I mean by that, in your sincere call to the Presence of Life, then Life in Its Perfection, becomes the Authority there; and will produce Its Divine Wisdom in and through you! We are your Greatest Friends in this Uni-
verse; but did you ever say to your friends: "You come to my house next Sunday"! You invite them kindly to come, do you not? So do not ever say to Us: "It is time, We were coming forth." You might cause us to wait very much longer! We do not bow to human commands!

Therefore, beloved ones, remember that We are offering you everything that Life holds in Its Perfected State. Every current of Energy We send forth, is a Current of Purity and Perfection, that cannot be requalified by a human being. That which I am establishing here, tonight, for you and charging into action in your feeling world, is the Dissolving Power of Divine Love; acting through the Power of the Violet Consuming Flame! Do you think your human feeling can touch that? Never! It is why, if you will give your full acceptance, make your silent call and accept that Power in action in your feeling world, you will find It becoming the Dominion, the Commanding Presence to hold Its Dominion forever!

You, beloved ones, have not yet learned what the full Power of Acceptance is; but if you will stop trying in the human effort to be the accepting Presence and Power, you can say to your Presence: "‘Mighty I AM,’ see that ‘I AM’ the Full Acceptance of this.” Then, be still in the human, and you will find your acceptance expanding with a speed and power that will delight you beyond words. Your comprehension and Revelation after Revelation from Life Itself, will come forth. Observe your human Heart, the Anchorage of the Eternal Light and Purity of the Universe in your human form. Then mankind insist on going on criticizing and having human opinions about those whose hands they are not yet prepared to even touch!

Mankind, beloved ones, is so prone after all their tragic mistakes, to still try to dictate what Life shall do for them! It is, may I use the term, outrageous! Therefore, beloved
ones, remember that which the Messengers have held before you from the beginning, from their first visit here! You must be humble before the Presence of Life and these Great Ones, who are your Friends, your Benefactors; but positive, firm and unyielding to the human qualities of Life, to human beings!

We expect all of the beloved students to call for discrimination; for that Mighty Directing Intelligence with such earnestness; that We may pour forth Our Assistance to more quickly set them Free. I am rejoiced exceedingly to observe among the vast student body in America, how rapidly they are coming into that Greater Comprehension; the Greater Understanding; and seeing the Greater Attempts to give obedience to Life; for only as they see that more fully, will they have It; and be given that which will let them go forth into their Quick Eternal Freedom.

You observe the conditions and requirements of the world today! Let us just briefly refer to the conditions in Europe; the most frightful destructive powers that have ever been released! That is because of the accumulation of wars there for centuries! Even after the war entity of the world was dissolved and consumed, still there is enough in the human accumulation in the charged atmosphere of human discordant qualities, to still sustain them a little time; but remember the feeders of all destructive activities and powers are gone forever; and mankind cannot long be sustained in any destructive activities whatsoever!

I ask you to watch and observe! You will see in the years just ahead, that We have never told you one single untruth! Many are beginning to see it more and more; but when We say to you, that all destructive individuals and destructive powers have got to vanish from this earth
—We mean that! and We mean it, in the Authority and Power of Life!

I ask you to observe, beloved ones, how it is possible for two human beings in their call to Life, to be so charged with this Power of Light, that no human suggestions affect them. These Messengers have proven it to the world! The most frightful destructive forces have been projected to try to interfere with them! They call the Power of Light and those forces dissolve. Those conditions have no power, my dear ones; and they have less and less power as time goes on, because they are purely human creation. Every discordant force, is but humanly discordant charged energy, and it cannot be of long duration; it cannot be of great power; because there is no longer a sustaining power back of it.

That is why I ask you to observe in the coming months, let us say even for two years, whether We tell you the Truth or not. When the Messengers have said to you so many times: "Do not believe us, prove us," that is the Law of Life; for in order to be Free, you have got to prove that Law to yourself! We might produce the most tremendous phenomena and fill the largest stadiums in the land; but what would be the good of it? Mankind would be no further advanced, than they are today. Whatever is of advancement must be proven by you, in your own application to Life, then you build your Foundation of Eternal Freedom.

Today, since the opportunity is offered to the student body—that does not mean only those who have been studying for five years! It might mean those who only recently are having had their attention drawn to this Great Light. You cannot judge Life! You cannot judge the Expansion of the Light within another! You cannot tell what someone's Great Presence of Life will do for them or through them.
The evidence is before the world of what can be done; and since there have been a number of recent Ascensions, under the New Dispensation, which the Messengers have explained to the student body; my dear people, do not be foolish enough to think that that is something far-fetched or incredible! When you understand that the Presence of Life which beats your heart is the Doer of all things; then how can a puny human mind say to the Presence of Life: “You cannot cause me to ascend.”

Observe, my beloved ones, those bodies sitting out there. If Life suddenly withdraw from them, they would lay there or sit there perfectly helpless, would they not? Every organ, every faculty still there just as it was a few minutes before; then that which withdrew was Life and was the Power, the Intelligence, the Feeling Presence there. I marvel today, my beloved ones, that the beloved students do not feel the full import, the Power of Light beating their hearts; to heal their bodies instantly; and It would, if they did not continue to give too much attention to the appearance world or the conditions in that body. Mankind still keeps looking outside, for health, for strength, for Light, for energy; when beating each heart is the Greatest Combination of all that ever existed in this Universe, the Eternity of Life! Once mankind realizes, they can turn to that Presence which beats in their hearts, and release instantly Its dissolving Power to stop pain instantly; then to remove from the feeling world cause, effect and record—then it will be no more! There are thousands and thousands of instantaneous healings which take place in these classes at the call of the Messengers. My goodness, dear people of America, it is the evidence of the ages of the instantaneous action and Power of Life to produce Its results.

How can mankind feel critical or rebellious to Life, because they have not given the obedience to Life, to be in-
stantly healed while those around them are? That is not always the fault of the individual, they just don’t see it, that is all; but what gives every one who renders service in the outer world Power to do it? What gives the surgeon the Intelligence, the Instruction, the Power to render that Service? What gives the doctors Power to act? What gives the osteopath and all who render assistance, what acts through them? Is it not Life? You would say to Me: "Yes, but we receive certain technical training, as you term it! What good is your technical training, if it is not the Power of Life flowing forth to do it! What moves the surgeon’s hand? The Power and Intelligence of Life! How does the surgeon know what to do in cases of emergency, when suddenly before him stands something with which he is unfamiliar? In his heart, he prays to the Intelligence of Life: "Direct my hands and see that they perform this Perfect Service"? You don’t know how many surgeons in this world hourly are in that position, for there are no two conditions the same; and when they suddenly find themselves confronted with emergencies, if they are earnest and sincere, their hearts call to Life to direct them; to direct their hands, make them steady and perform the service!

So with you today! If you will call with that same earnestness to Life to direct you; to hold you harmonious and perfected in the Glory of that Life; then you too will receive Its same Perfecting and Directing Activity! All that is in the outer world of mankind, my dear beloved ones, is Life; Its Almighty Intelligence; Its Active Presence and Power and that concentrated individualized Presence of Life which beats your heart, which is your "Mighty I AM"—can raise you within the hour, if It so chose, into your Ascension and Freedom! Do not deny Life, Its Ability to render you any Service whatsoever. Do not deny your Presence, the "Mighty I AM"! Do
not deny Us, the Power, the Freedom, the Authority to render the Service to you, which you cannot render to yourselves.

My beloved ones, you love your friends here in the human form, but are they stable? Do they remain your friends forever? Oh no! At the slightest provocation, they turn and rend you and criticize you! We stand your Friends forever, no matter what your mistakes are! No matter how many times you fail, We still stand, calling forth your greater Perfection and Blessings of Life! Your criticism of Us does not affect us; but Our Love is great enough to go on pouring Its Blessing to you; until one day, you realize all that It means to you! Then, in that great humble gratitude, will you say: “Eternal Praise and Thanks, Great Ones of Light, that Your Love was great enough to hold us in Its Radiance, that we might find the Perfection of Life.”

Your Beloved Saint Germain, think of it, beloved ones, how many throughout America have called Him everything that the tongue could form into speech; and yet He would as quickly and readily help them, if He saw they were in earnest and sincere. Are there any human beings who will do that?

In this beautiful and wonderful atmosphere, I am grateful to hold and charge into action in your world, a Greater Comprehension tonight; that you may feel your responsibility greater—Oh not with any depression; but with a great joy that will release those Currents of Light and Energy more rapidly into your world to supply you and give you every good thing!

Here above you is this Concentrated Individualized Presence of Life holding all in Its grasp, a thousand times more than you could ever use; ready to release it into your use, in health, in money supply, in Directing Intelligence, in protection; and yet mankind go on in the unbelief that
It cannot do it; until finally some experience occurs, that gives them the strength and joy to see that their call was answered.

May I remind you that you never made one call to your Life, to this Great Presence of the "I AM," that it was not answered! Not one! You have not always seen the out-picturing of it; but if you had seen the cleansing, purifying Activity within your feeling world, in the preparation for the out-picturing of It, you would never doubt; you would never question; but in the greatest rejoicing of Life, you would stand in the Presence, Its Almighty Light, and let Its Perfection be the Commanding Presence there!

For the gratification of some of you tonight, may I remind you, that this was the first point where the Messengers came forth, when Saint Germain sent them to carry this Light! Why did I come forth here? Why am I here tonight? Will you think about that? You could not one of you comprehend My Love for that blessed Messenger (Lotus). Her service to mankind through the ages; and then how could any human being on this earth ever feel unkind to her! Perhaps, I shall remain to guard her as long as her service is required here. I have guarded her many times throughout the ages; and not even the air shall breathe a word against her, remember that!

My dear ones, Oh, the benefactors of the ages, there are so many unknown to the outer world and yet rendering such a service. How magnificent, my beloved ones, and the human trying to be the judge. It cannot even judge itself, let alone another.

Therefore, tonight, in being here I shall hold sustained in your city, the Glory established two hundred years ago. Your Beloved Saint Germain has Friends Powerful and Strong, Who will assist in bringing the Perfection of Life to every one of you, who will want It sufficiently.
Remember, beloved students, it is so important now in these Greater Intensified Activities of Life, that you understand and keep before your outer vision and consciousness, that you are serving Life for your Freedom! These Messengers who are giving almost twenty times in cash, besides their own humble services, in the releasing of energy to carry this Light; twenty times more than any human being has yet imagined. Show Me others in America—yes, ere long, you can. Others who have been watching you and seeing the great earnestness, the great intensity with which these Beloved Messengers have served, will come forth and render that service; for the Full Power of Life is taking Its Command, remember, my beloved ones! Regardless of all the appearance world holds, still will the Power of Light prove Itself and take Its Command upon this earth, in the Purity, Power and Perfection of Life!

I say to you, beloved ones, tonight, in all of your activity of the future stand calm, humbly obedient to that Presence of Life; and in your determined sincere call, will every seeming obstruction dissolve before you, as you move forward in the Stream of Light and Life! Feel that deeply tonight! Know in that Light which beats your heart and Its intensified activity at your call, as that Radiance pours forth tonight—remember, charged with This Activity never known on this earth, the Dissolving Power of Divine Love in the Activity of the Violet Consuming Flame—then you will have a Power of Action according to your acceptance that is Invincible.

America needs you very much! We would like to see you, beloved ones of America, held in all the achievement that you are using today untouched, undisturbed! If enough will make the call, then it shall be done; but if not, then your nation will be compelled to rebuild itself!
We trust mankind will see that and make an earnest de
termined call!

Remember, beloved ones, in the magnificent service
which you have been rendering, it is not always in the
greatest numbers that the Greatest Power is released;
but you have been doing tremendous, beautiful work
here. There has been great achievement. Go on and
on, my beloved ones, and remember, We stand ready at
all times, to give you of Our Assistance to the very limit
which your Life permits; or that the Great Law permits,
for We act under Law, my dear ones, always. If your
call should be contrary to that Inner Activity of your
life, then We could not answer; but when it is in Com-
plete Obedience to Life, then We answer instantly and
without fail!

So please do not try to judge, in your outer opinions,
as to what is being or not being achieved. When We say
to you, We have achieved more, far more than We an-
ticipated in the past few months, then that should be a
signal to you of Its Greatness.

Great Powers are watching and guarding and steadily
and surely dissolving these destructive forces! As you
understand this, you will then one day, I trust ere long,
begin to see the Great Our-picturing of It! Until then,
you must be patient. Go on with your determined appli-
cation! Let the Power of Its Mighty Activity flood the
earth!

I wish to remind you again, how little you who are so
very sincere, really comprehend all that is going forth
in your mighty application, into the mental and feeling
world of mankind. It is rendering a service, my dear ones,
that is indescribable. Mankind must have this impulse in
the mental and feeling world, to stimulate them into a
greater desire for service and for greater Freedom than
has been. That is why many who come into This Work,
are gaining the understanding of It and grasping It with a Power of Comprehension that surprises many. Well, it is because in their mental and feeling world, these Mighty Decrees have gone forth and prepared the way. They do not outwardly know it, but does that make any difference, since the results are there?

That is why your encouragement should be very great in going on, and on in your Mighty Decree work. Oh yes, always be dignified in all that you do, in your Mighty Decree Work. Remember you are representing the Ascended Masters who are the Purity and Perfection of Life; and as your attention goes to Them, you must daily become more like Them in every way! It is the Law of Life!

So, tonight, in Our Humble Efforts to render this Assistance to you, in ever greater and greater sustaining Activity; will you just accept It and daily remind yourselves of that Service rendered; and how it makes you hourly more Invincible to all discordant things; and gives you Greater Power of release in your call to Life; to cut you free and to have dissolved and consumed, cause, effect, record and memory of everything, that has held you or bound you through the centuries?

I thank you.
OUR "I AM" THANKSGIVING!

As we approach Thanksgiving Day this year, it is our patriotic duty and glorious privilege to give Eternal Praise and Gratitude for the Freedom and Courage that Saint Germain charged into our Early Patriots, when He arose and made that Eternally Famous Call for Courage in the Signers of the Declaration of Independence; when He charged them with His Power of Light to stand for Freedom and Justice regardless of all conditions in the nations of the world at that time!

Let our "I AM" Thanksgiving be a call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Higher Mental Body of everyone on earth and to the Great Host of Ascended Masters, to so expand Gratitude and Devotion within every person in America, for all that America's Light means to the world this hour; that everyone will want to protect the Blessings of Freedom, Justice and the Constitutional Rights of Our People!

Those are the God-given Blessings which Life has bestowed upon us and our loved ones! They must be protected by those who have been enjoying God's Blessings over the years past!

God, the "Mighty I AM Presence" has not moved out of the Universe! The God-Consciousness of Life has not lost any of Its Power!

The God Ideals of Perfection, Freedom, Justice and Peace, shall not perish from the earth! Those Gifts are Boundless! Those Gifts are Eternally the Expanding Power of Light! Those Gifts are forever the Imperishable Part of Life for nothing can stop the craving for Freedom and Justice within the Feeling in all Life—be that in mankind, the plants or the animal!
All must be eventually and Eternally Free, Balanced and Happy for Perfection everywhere, Invincibly, All-Powerfully active, is the Law of the Universe! It is the Law of Life everywhere! None can take It out of Life nor the Universe!

None can stop the Sun shining! The Sun is the Law of Light, Freedom and Balance to this world. The “Mighty I AM Presence” is the Sun of each one’s own Life! The Light in America is the Only Hope of the world this Thanksgiving Day!

Therefore, Call! Call! Call! for Light and more Light to expand thru the Heart of every human being, and release the Praise and Gratitude to free the world forever!

“Mighty Beloved I AM Presence,” we offer our Hearts to you! Come forth and protect America and flood our world with Thanksgiving for all Eternity! Eternal Thanksgiving “I AM”!

GODFRÉ RAY KING
DONALD RAY KING
LOTUS RAY KING
It is our great privilege to announce the release of a new song—"GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE, ASCENDED," by the Messenger, Lotus Ray King.

This new song is a tribute of Love and Adoration to our Beloved Messenger, Mr. Guy W. Ballard, and is an Out-pouring of our heart’s gratitude to Him, for the Blessings He is constantly releasing to all under this Radiation, from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light.

This song is dedicated in Eternal Love and Blessing to the "Mighty I AM Presence," and our Beloved Mes-
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senger. May all who sing, play or hear the lyrics and music or contemplate His Picture, feel His Enfolding Love pour back to them, bringing them Eternal Freedom in the "Light of God that never fails."

This song, both lyrics and music, is the answer to an intense call for some way in which to express the deep Love and Gratitude of the "I AM" Student Body to our Beloved Messenger for all He has done for them; and for being the Open Door to bring to them the Understanding of the Law of Life, which will lead them into their Ascension.

The Cover design is an actual photograph hand colored by May DeCamara to whom we are deeply grateful and extend to her our Love and Blessings.

May this song be sung by everyone who seeks Freedom from the distress of the outer world; and thru It receive their Freedom and release.

No greater privilege could be given one than to be the channel thru whom this song could come; and our hearts sing with gratitude and praise for this opportunity and Blessing.

LOTUS RAY KING
DONALD RAY KING
CONTROL OUR ATTENTION! (Repeat 3 times after each line)

Oh! "Mighty I AM"!
Of us hold command!
God! Take full command!
    Hold us in Thy Hand!
Give Thy Great Command!
By Thy Mighty Hand!
And hold it on Thee!
    Compel us all Free!
Be Master o'er all!
    Is now our Heart's call!
Make us all Thy Light!
    Charge us with Thy Might!
Each moment, each day!
    And You now hold sway!
And hold Thou our hands!
    Fulfill Life's Commands!
Seal us in Thy Heart!
    Make discord depart!
In all that we do!
    Compel Thy Light thru!
Charge thru us Thy Power!
    Rule thru us each hour!
Our Full Victory hold!
    With Perfection untold!

—CHANERA

* * * *

LIGHT OUR WAY WHEREVER WE GO!
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OUR LAND

7. CLOTHES

8. ATMOSPHERE

9. CITY

10. BUSINESS

2. BODIES (after "Clear"

3. Homes

(T)he above can be used for the following:

Etc.

Ohi "Whigly I Am"

We go; today and forever!

the, Living, Breathing Bodies, to be with us wherever

We call the Ascended Masters in Their Visible, Tangible

Ethereal Cities and Temples of Light, today and forever;

and power from the Ascended Masters, eternally, the

Flood our way wherever we go with all the Light Rays

today and forever;

frame of a Thousand Suns, and the Music of the Spheres;

Prediction and Authority of the Cosmic Light and United

Pridences, Miracles and Victories of Freedom, Prediction,

With Oceans (3) of Gigantic Ascended Masters

FLOOD

our way wherever we go

beautiful

wherever we go

MAKE SUCCESSFUL AND VICTORIOUS our way

CONTRARY

SUPPLY

HARMONIZE

CLEAR

PERFECT

PURIFY

PREPARE

PROTECT

LIGHT
3 Preambles

LEGIONS OF LIGHT! (Repeat 3 times after each line)
or
ANGELS OF LIGHT!
or
ANGELS OF PEACE!
or
SING US ALL FREE!

Descend! Round us stand!
Give Thy Great Command!
Compel all to bow!
Take possession right now!
Compel Victory here!
Sweep our way clear!
Protect all we hold dear!
Annihilate all fear!
Blaze the Light from Thy Crown!
Make Thy Light astound!
Perfect all today!
Forever hold sway!
Compel all Thy Peace!
Make all else now cease!
Make us blazing like Thee!
Compel us all Free!
Make Thy Light rule all!
Answer our every call!
Make us all Thy Light too!
Charge Thy Power clear thru!
Seal us in Thy Heart!
Make all discord depart!
Consume all not like Thee!
Perfect all that we see!
Heal all thru our hands!
Fulfill all our commands!
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Compel all to see!
    Make all eyes—just like Thee!
Charge us with Thy Health!
    Place in our hands Thy Wealth!
Come!  Cover our Land!
    Saint Germain’s Freedom expand!
Compel Justice too!
    Thy Authority comes thru!
Hold all in Thy Light!
    Make all feel Thy Great Might!
Make all see Thee today!
    Compel Victory (Freedom) to stay!
Hold Eternal Command!
    Raise our Blessed Land!

—CHANERA

*   *   *

3  Preambles

LORDS OF THE BLUE FLAME!  (Repeat 3 times after
    or each line)

SING US ALL FREE!

    Sweep thru us today!
    Forever hold sway!
Thy Blue Flame Expand!
    Hold Thy Full Command!
Clear all else away!
    Make Thy Love hold sway!
Compel us all Free!
    Make us Master like Thee!
Charge us with Thy Power!
    Rule thru us each hour!
Blaze Thy Victory thru!
    Perfect all we do!
Make us all of Thy Peace!
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Give us Full Release!
Rule all that we meet!
Make us know no defeat!
Blaze Thy Flame thru our hands!
Fulfill our Heart's Commands!
Walk and stand by our side!
With us always abide!
Protect all we hold dear!
Compel our way clear!
Make all Thy Power know!
All Thy Gifts now bestow!
Give us Thy Secrets now!
Compel all else to bow!
Heal all thru our hands!
Perfect all our plans!
Seal us in Thy Heart!
Make all else depart!
Set all Free where we go!
Let us Thy Gifts bestow!
Rule now thru Our Land!
Speak Thy "Great Command"!
Blast all not of Light!
Charge us with Thy Might!
Hold us to Thy Height!
Make us Dazzling Bright!

— CHANERA

* * *
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MAKE US VICTORIOUS! (Repeat 3 times after each line)

Oh! Victory dear (Saint Germain Dear! Daddy dear! or any Ascended Master’s Name)

And keep our way clear!
By Thy Great Cosmic Light!
By Thy Great Cosmic Might!
Each moment, each day!
You forever hold sway!
Compel us all Free!
All Master like Thee!
By Thy Mighty Hand!
All over this Land!
Throughout every land!
Fulfill God’s Command!
Blast (cut) all else away!
Step thru now! (him, us) today!
Compel Victory thru!
Make (him) all bow to you!
Charge us with Thy Health!
Give us all Thy Wealth!
Blaze! Thy Power! right here!
Protect all we hold dear!
Charge Thy Flame right there!
Rule now everywhere!
Illumined and Free!
Sealed forever in Thee!

—CHANERA

* * * *
IMPORTANT NOTICE

Beginning with January 1943 the yearly subscription to the "Voice of the 'I AM'" will start with January 1 and end with January 1, 1944. Allowance will be made for the two months of the unexpired 1942 subscription.

The yearly subscription price for the year 1943 will therefore be $2.92 in America and $3.33 in foreign lands.

We appreciate your co-operation with the "Voice of the 'I AM'" in the past, and now that it is under the control and direction of the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, Inc., we will appreciate all checks and drafts being made payable to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, Inc. and delivery will be made as promptly as possible from there. Please do not send P.O.M.O.'s.

With our deepest gratitude and appreciation for your loving co-operation and interest in the "Voice of the 'I AM'" we remain

Sincerely in the Light,

THE SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, Inc.,
(Western Branch) SANTA FE, N. MEX.
PROTECTION
OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.,

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
WE REMIND YOU AGAIN

AGAIN we make our position unmistakably plain in regard to any outer world business activity, using the faith of the "I AM" Students in Saint Germain's "I AM" Activity—to get them interested in any business venture on the representation that the money is to be used for carrying on this Light, or for Donald or myself personally.

No one has been given any authority to go to Group Leaders to get students interested in the buying or selling of anything.

What anyone wishes to do or give to Saint Germain's "I AM" Activity, must always be of that one's own free will—with no limitations or entangling connections that can ever in any way cause any discredit to the "I AM" Activity, or discord among the student body.

Whatever business ventures anyone chooses to enter into is his or her own affair; but the "I AM" Student Body shall be protected against all schemes for promoting outside business activities that should be self-sustained by the application of the people within them.

No stock selling of any kind is ever sanctioned or permitted among the "I AM" Student Body for commercial or other purposes; and we ask all Group Leaders and Students to help us protect the Integrity of This "I AM" Activity and the "I AM" Students from mistakes and losses thru such business ventures.

We have made our position in this matter clear many times before—but we do it again now, to maintain Perfection for those who want It.

We enfold you in all our Light, Love and Protection.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
and DONALD BALLARD
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CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation.
Size 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. Price 25c, Postpaid 30c
Size 12 x 21. Price $ 1.00, Postpaid $1.20
On Heavy Linen, Size 30 x 52. Price $12.00, Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION
Above Charts mechanically animated
Size 12 x 21. Price $ 60.00
Size 30 x 52. Price $225.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated
Size 12 x 21. Price $ 55.00
Size 30 x 52. Price $200.00
Shipping charges extra

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD
Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.
Size 8 x 10. Price each $ 2.50, Postpaid $2.85
Size 11 x 14. Price each $ 3.50, Postpaid $4.00
Size 15 x 19 1/2. Price each $10.00, Express collect
Size 30 x 40. Price each $25.00, Express collect
Profile
Size 15 x 19. Price each $10.00, Express collect

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
“I AM” COME

NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
“I AM” HERE

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King and Lotus Ray King.
These songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Beautifully
lithographed covers in colors, especially designed for each piece of music.
Price each $1.00 Postpaid $1.15
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Except—"Song of the Violet Flame" which contains four (4) color plates and sells for $1.25. The four color plates in the "Song of the Violet Flame" may also be purchased singly (without music.)

**"CRYSTAL CUPS"**

- Small size—for individual use—each
  - Price: $7.00
  - Packing and shipping charges: $.60

- Large size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use. Individuals may have these if they so desire—each
  - Price: $25.00
  - Packing and shipping charges: $1.25

These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.

**DECREE BOOKLETS**

Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled on different subjects for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:

1. **OPULENCE AND SUPPLY**
2. **VIOLET FLAME AND HEALING**
3. **"I AM" AMERICA'S FREEDOM**
4. **"I AM" LIGHT DECREES**

(Price each 30c, plus postage—except No. 1—Opulence and Supply. Present stock on hand will be sold for 20c each, plus postage.)

5. **PURPOSE OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS "I AM" ACTIVITIES**
   (Small booklet giving short resume of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activity.)
   - Price each—15c, plus postage

6. **OUR MESSENGER'S "I AM" SPEAKS**
   - Price, 30c, plus postage

**PLAYBACKS**

An Originally designed Record Playback with portable case, suitable for "I AM" Study Groups or individual use. Plays either 33 1/3 RPM Records or regular phonograph records. Public Address System and other equipment can be furnished. Full details furnished upon request, including price.

**PLAYBACK RECORDS**

33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records, containing a 30 minute talk on the Law of Life and Its Application released weekly to "I AM" Students and owners of Playbacks. Full particulars furnished upon request.

**"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"**

Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1942. Price single copy 35c, Yearly Subscription $3.50; Foreign countries $4.00.
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

{ 200-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART (Instrumental) } Lotus Ray King, Harpist
{ 200-B—ROSE OF LIGHT } Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

{ 202-A—SON OF LIGHT (Instrumental) } Lotus Ray King, Harpist
{ 202-B—CALL TO LIGHT } Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

{ 203-A—RAINBOW RAYS (Instrumental) } Lotus Ray King, Harpist
{ 203-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS } Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

{ RR-1201—Invocation } Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald
{ RR-1202—CONTEMPLATION (Silent Night) Harp } Mrs. Ballard

{ RR-1203—BENEDICTION } Mrs. Ballard and Donald
{ RR-1247—CONTEMPLATION (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp } Mrs. Ballard

{ 3300-A—INVOCATION No. 1 (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3300-B—INVOCATION No. 2 (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3301-A—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3301-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3302-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3302-B—THERE IS NO DEATH (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3303-A—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3303-B—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3303-C—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3303-D—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3303-E—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3303-F—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) } Mr. G. W. Ballard

(The 3303 Series comprise one afternoon’s talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set)
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THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

- 3304-A—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3304-B—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3304-C—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3304-D—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3305-A—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3305-B—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3306-A—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3306-B—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3307-A—CALLING THE PRESENCE  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3307-B—CALLING THE PRESENCE  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3308-A—HELPING ALL MANKIND  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3308-B—HELPING ALL MANKIND  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3309-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class)  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3309-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class)  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-A—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-B—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-C—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-D—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-E—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-F—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-G—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-H—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-I—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July, 1938  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-J—Adoration to Mighty Victory  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3310-K—Benediction  Mr. G. W. Ballard
- N-100-A—Song of the Violet Flame  (Instrumental) Lotus Ray King, Harp
- N-100-B—Lotus My Love  Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
- N-101-A—Goddess of Purity  (Instrumental) Lotus Ray King, Harp
- N-101-B—Silent Sentinel  Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
- N-102-A—“I AM” Decrees—Part I  September 1941 Shrine Class
- N-102-B—“I AM” Decrees—Part II  September 1941 Shrine Class

Price each (double faced)—Blue transparent material  $3.15

Shipping Charges Extra
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UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III By the Ascended Master Saint Germain
and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2 By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII By Various Ascended Masters
and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume VIII By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students, with two color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
LOOSE-LEAF BINDER in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. For Special "I AM" Loose-leaf Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which hold about 150 leaves (300 pages).
Price Binder $1.25, Postpaid $1.40
Decrees and Songs 1½c per leaf (2 pages), postage extra

TRANSLATIONS
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes
Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes
Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES—In Two Volumes
Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes
Price $7.00
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MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" Record for Playback only)

No. 65  
1—Goddess of Purity..... (Instrumental)  
2—Leto, Blessed Leto  

No. 66—"I AM" Come...... (Instrumental)  

Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Frederick Landwehr,  
Shrine Organ  
Song Shrine Audience

Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

Note: This Musical Playback No. 65 contains two selections on one side and one on No. 66, the opposite side; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one double-faced record.

Price Musical Playback Record $5.25 each

Shipping charges extra

All Records obtainable at Western Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
unveiled the MAGIC

"I AM"

MYSTERIES PRESENTED

DISCOURSES
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